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The move had been long awaited, but was finally made public on Monday.
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Todays home entrepreneur’s tips:
eBay (A subset of List Building)
eBay? Free Advertising?

Ok, so technically an auction listings cost 35 cents But one sale can easily make you a profit
So where does the Advertising part come in?
Simply place an information package of some kind, even if it´s just an article on your niche,
Naturally there are no other costs like shipping or insurance, because delivery is a simple di
Here´s the great part about this tactic: The winner of the listing´s email address is automati
Don´t feel too left out if you haven´t mentally joined these two concepts together before now.
The fact is that eBay already has the lion´s share of traffic, and more importantly, of people
Advertising on eBay is as simple as being there in the first place, using a few well-searched
Drawbacks?
Although the Delivery Time and the Quality of the traffic is world class, the Quantity is not
Effectiveness in drawing a large amount of traffic all depends on how good your auction´s sale
Make no mistake about it; selling infoproducts on eBay is a world-class list-building strategy
If you sell a product online, then you´ve got to face the fact eventually that this is some of
The fact is that everybody eBays nowadays. That´s why I can use eBay as a verb! In fact I´ve s
People from ALL walks of life can be found there, right when they have their credit cards in h
When used correctly, you can build up a niche market list on any topic with this technique, an
Just another weapon you put up in your arsenal of "guerilla methods".
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